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1. Correct 10 spelling mistakes. Then listen and fill in the gaps.
You probably ______________ a smart fone. There are interactive smart boards in the classrooms
at your shool. At home you watch a smart TV. What other “smart” thinks do you ______________?
A. Smart toothbrush
This toothbrush, made by Kolibree, ______________ to your smartphone via Blue tooth. The brush
has a sensor, witch tells you hov well you brush your teth. It ______________ 129 EUR.
B. Smart watch
A smartwatch conects with your phone ________ Bluetooth. It shows the time and has lots of other
apps, too. You can make cals, play musik or take pictures. It costs from 35 _______ 9,800 EUR.

2. Fill in the prepositions.
a.

The toothbrush is made _______ Kolibree.

b.

It connects _______ your smart phone via Bluetooth.

c.

Don’t worry _______ ketchup.

d.

The T-shirt can stay clean _______ eight days.

e.

It comes _______ black and white colours.

f.

There are smart people _______ the Czech Republic.

g.

_______ example, David Paškevič made a smart 3D pen.

h.

Czech inventors also made a smart glove _______ firefighters.

3. Match A to B to make words.
A

B

nano -

phone

smart-

tooth

tooth-

technology

blue-

brush
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SOLUTIONS
1. Correct 10 spelling mistakes. Then listen and fill in the gaps.
You probably have a smart phone. There are interactive smart boards in the classrooms at your
school. At home you watch a smart TV. What other “smart” things do you know?
A. Smart toothbrush
This toothbrush, made by Kolibree, connects to your smartphone via Bluetooth. The brush has a
sensor, which tells you how well you brush your teeth. It costs 129 EUR.
B. Smart watch
A smartwatch connects with your phone via Bluetooth. It shows the time and has lots of other apps,
too. You can make calls, play music or take pictures. It costs from 35 to 9,800 EUR.

2. Fill in the prepositions.
a.

The toothbrush is made by Kolibree.

b.

It connects to/ with your smart phone via Bluetooth.

c.

Don’t worry about ketchup.

d.

The T-shirt can stay clean for eight days.

e.

It comes in black and white colours.

f.

There are smart people in the Czech Republic.

g.

For example, David Paškevič made a smart 3D pen.

h.

Czech inventors also made a smart glove for firefighters.

3. Match A to B to make words.
A

B

nano -

phone

smart-

tooth

tooth-

technology

blue-

brush

